1. Introduction 011 megamasers are fount] in the nuclear regions of powerful infrared line lulninositics approaching 1041,.. Arp 220 (1C 4553), at a distance prototype 0}1 mcgamaser galaxy, exhibiting the classical properties of galaxies, exhibiting of 76 Mpc, is the a double-peakcxl line profile a few hundred knl/s wide, with a high 1667Mllz to 1665 h411z line ratio (l]aan, Wood & IIaschick, 1982 , llellkel & Wilson 1990 . Mcgal~lascrs have bcal illtcupretccl as due to an extended, low-gain lnolccular scrcell, distributed over a few hundred parsec region, which amplifies the nuclear radio continuum (lIcnkel & Wilson 1990 , Italldell et al. , 1995 . showing that the 0}1 structure in Arp220 was collccntratcd itl two regions coinciding with the strong radio continuum cnnissioll, consistent with this lnodcl. 'l'his picture was modificcl substantially by l,onsda]e et al. (1994; 1,1) S1,94), who demonstrated that the masing gas is physically confined to a small volume, presumably deep in the twin nuclei of Arp 220.
]Iccausc recent studies indicate cxtrclnc obscuration by dust and gas il] the nuclear regions (e.g. Scoville, Yun & Bryant 1997) , such sources are likely to be optically thin only in the radio and hard X-ray spectral regioxls, and Iluclcar 011 mcgamasers are' therefore a valuable probe of the central energy sites of powerful illfrarcd galaxies.
The small physical extent of the masing clouds revealed by the 1.1) S1,94 data posed dimculties for conventional IIL pumping schemes involving a cool (60K) extended (300pc) IIL source. The results argued instead for a s]nal]er, warlnm pump source, and ],1)S1,94 favored a model involving a l]uclear molecular torus surrounding a hidden AGN. In order to test this model, and to exploit the potential of the 011 mcgamasers as probes of the 11{ galaxies, we conducted a major new VI,BI imaging experiment on the four brightest 011 megamasers accessible to a northern VI,}] I array: Arp 220, 111 ZW35, II{AS 1+'1720S, and Mkn 231. All except Mkn 231 were imaged in 011. IIere we presc]lt tile tnain results of our spcctral line irnagingof Arp 22o at ~1 parsec resolution, deferring a dctailecl allalysis of the extensive datasct to a future paper. The results for I IIZW35 and II{AS 1"1 7208 arc cliscussed by l)ialnond et al. (1997) ancl the continuum data for Mkn 231 arc described in I,onsdale et al. (1998) . A companion paper, S1nith et al. (1997, S1,1,1) the continuum. Arp 220 reccivcd a continuous 7-hour track, of which 4.2 hours was spent on-source, yielding cxccllent u-v coverage. "1'hc data were correlated on the NRAO VI,BA correlator in Socorro NM in April 1996, with a spectral resolution of 15.1625 KIIz (2.86 km/s). 'l'he data were analyzed using the AI1)S package.
Amplitude calibration was performed using telescope '1'sys logs, \vhile phasecal and delay determination was done usi)lg data on the calibrators 1300+580 and 0Q208, observed periodically during the rut]. Complex balldpass calibrations were derived from observations of 3C84. The fringe rates for Arp 220 were dctcrrnined by fringe fitting to the line peak, which was clearly visible in the raw data on all baseline lengths. The antenna-based phases were corrected, and the amplitude calibration was refined, using self-calibration at the line peak. All these solutions, for phasecal, delay, rate, bandpass, phase ancl amplitude, were transferred uniformly to the rest of the line ancl continuum datasets.
The data were edited for discrepant points, and imaged using the IIiamonci CL al. (1989) are broadly consistent with the much higher quality data presented here. The continuum images, which show numerous sub-mJy unresolved point sources intcrprctccl as highly luminous starburst-related radio supernovae, are presented and discussed in the companion paper by Smith d al. (1997, SI,I,D97), and arc not shown here, though wc frcc]ucnt]y refer to these results.
Maser Emission Characteristics
Arp 220 has two nuclei in the radio and near-infrared continuutn, separated by about 0.95'' (Condon et al. 1991 , Mozzarella c1 al. 1992 ). There arc four major 011 maser regions, two in each of the nuclei. III each nucleus, olle of the emission regions has a highly elongated structure, and one has a more amorphous structure with somewhat lCSS compact features.
The velocity ranges of the four components overlap each other significantly. In both cases the linear component is to the north, and the amorphous component is to the south. We adopt labels W 1, W2, El and E2 for the four components, where the first character refers to the appropriate nucleus, "1" refers to the linear northern component, and "2" refers to the amorphous southern cornpoucnt. Component W2 consists of a slightly resolved ridge oriented roughly N-S, with a lnore diffuse region of emission ilnmecliatcly to tllc cast. '1'he velocity structure is complex.
The overall extent of the lnain component is roughly 15X 10 pc. About 15 pc to tllc SW is a barely resolved maser feature < 2pc across which is blucshifted from the lnain W2 component by WI 00 knl/s. '1'hc W2 coxnponcnt is spcctra]ly very broad, and is located near the southern edge of a cluster of continuu]n poitlt sources (S1,1,1)97), none of which are coincident with the strong maser features. Component E2 is morphologically similar to component W2, with a narrow, barely resolved ridge of emissioli N 10pc long, and more cliffuse emission to the west of the ridge.
The velocity structure is cornplcx, with an overall SE to NW gradicllt superimposed.
The central features of components WI and ltl stand out among the colnpact maser spots in terms of their brightness and broad velocity width. The fact that each of these unusual maser spots accurately bisects the angular extent of the elongated structures containing them constitutes a symmetry property of components w] and l{; l that requires explanation. There is no rvidcnce oj compact continuum mission above a lcvrl oj 0.1 ntJy coincident with any of the four major el~lission regions, with a lower limit to tllc maser amplification factor in the brightest spots of w 800. In addition to the four main maser components, several weak isolated rnascr spots are secm, generally confined to the vicinity of one or the other nucleus. '1'hese spots are colnpact and spectrally narrow. q'wo weak (~ 5mJy), unresolved maser compollcnts, posit ionally coincident with each other but separated by 160 knl/scc in velocity, are dctcctcd which are aligned with onc of the continuum sources (source NW 10 of S1,1,1)97) to WI mas.
We are able to account for roughly two thirds of the total 1667MIIz line lumi]losity of Arp 220 between 5250 and 5500 km/s, leaving about onc third to be accounted for by the diffuse maser component. l)ue to limited sensitivity, particularly to multiple weak compact sources, the contribution of compact emission to the line wings is less WCII dctcrlnilled.
We also imaged the source in the 1665 h411z line, anticipating emission at about 20 percent of the strength of the 1667 MIIz emission , in accord with the ]inc ratio from single-dish measurements. Instead, the 1665 M IIz emission is conspicuously abscmt to stringent levels across tbc e~ltirc field of view. l~or the brigbtcst maser features, tbc 1667/1665 line ratio exceeds 100, and for all features has only a lower limit. We conclude that all the 1665 MIIz emission is diffuse, and that the diffuse 011 maser emission on scales of 0.1 arcsec and greater has an approximately thermal line ratio of 1.6 corresponding to the low-gain limit. We also failed to detect compact 1720 MIIz emission from Arp 220, suggesting that this line also arises in the diffuse maser gas. '1'he maser spots aligned with the continuuln source NW 10 (S1,1,1)97) arc clearly associated with the diffuse maser componcmt, and the wide velocity separation of the two spots illdicatcs that the low-gain masing clouds probably occupy a relatively large volume.
The Compact Maser Component
l'he compact maser co]nponcnt is characterized by high gain, very high 1667/1665 line ratio, high brightness temperature, and a filamentary appearance with very high axial ratios. q'he observational lower limits on the maser-alnplification factors range up to 800, set by the limit on positionally coincident continuum emission. IIowever, at least for the peak of W1 it is likely that the true amplification factor is in excess of 10 4 . '1'his follows from the fact that the morphology of W1 differs from that of the compact continuutn sources detected in Arp 220 (S1,1,1197), and is thus inconsistent with the amplification of a similar undetected compact continuum source at this posit ion. 'l'he diffuse background can supply only a few pJy of continuum emission for maser amplification. Saturation of the compact masers is suggested by the general absence of evidence for arnplificatioll of background continuum emission, in conjunction with the high deducecl gains, measured brightness temperatures of up to 10I°K and the absence of any detectable tilnc variability.
'1'his conclusion differs from that of 1,1) S1,94 who were able to mcasutc only a relatively modest lower limit to the amplification.
The observed sizes of the compact lnasing spots probably correspond closely to the true projected physical sizes of the masing clouds. h~ost of the individual maser spots in Arp 220 arc compact, measuring lCSS than a fcw parsecs, yet they generally display lillcwidths of several tens of km/s, comparecl to natural linewidths of much lCSS than 1 knl/s. '1'his sharply reduces the likelihood that the maser spots salnplc a large masing cloud along a particular velocity-coherent line of sight. We note that the broad velocity widths of individual Inascr spots contributes significatltly to the brcac]th of the integrated 011 spectrum of Arp 220, contrary to previous assumptions that large-scale rotational motions in an ensemble clouds was responsible (e.g. Stavclcy-Snlith ci! al. 1992).
We now address the question of the pumping mechanism for the compact masers. l(d) ). Curvature in a plane containing the line of sight, coupled with some acceleration of the shocked material by the jets would produce the observed velocity structure. IIowever this model fails to account for components W2 and 1;2. I,arge mid-infrared optical depths to the AGN sources could account for the absence of AGN-related high-excitation lines (Sturm et al. 1996) . Radio continuum emission from the putative AGN may be free-free absorbed by the inner torus, or may, as in lnost AGNs, be intrinsically weak.
We conclude that the 011 megamascrs in Arp 220 arc of two distinct types, one diffuse and the other compact. l'he diffuse masers are unsaturated, of low gain, and are pumped by lR radiation. The compact masers appear to be saturated, collisionally pumped, and probably trace shock fronts in the dense nuclear molecular medium. It is interesting that some 011 rnegamascrs have high 1667/1 665 MIIz line ratios, and display high 011 to FIR luminosity ratios, exacerbating lR pumping requirements. We speculate that these systems are dominated by co]lisionally pumped compact maser components similar to those described here. Much of the broad mcgamaser linewidth is intrinsic to the colnpact maser spots, and is not due to large-scale. rotational lnotions of an enselnb]e of clouds. l'hc properties of the compact masers irl Arp 220 suggest that they may trace newly forrncd AGN molecular tori and jets. Future higher sensitivity observations should clarify this issue.
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